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Introduction
• Importance of mH in several aspects of our understanding of fundamental physics.

‣ Understanding the perturbative expansion of its 
potential (λv2h2). 

‣ Precise higher order corrections to the theory 
predictions of the Higgs interactions depend on the 
value of mH.

‣ Input to precision global fit of the Standard Model.

‣ Free parameter to be determined by the experiment. 
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Figure 2: a) Potential V (S) as a function of the average value of the field S.
b) Higgs potential as a function of the Higgs field average value H for µ2 =
�(90 GeV)2, � = 0.13, c0 = µ4/(4�) (solid red line). Experiments probe the
minimum of the potential and its curvature at the minimum (dashed blue line).

the Big Bang from a high temperature phase with the symmetric vacuum (zero
average Higgs field) to a low temperature phase6 when it fell into one of the
two minima, e.g. Hvac = v/

p
2 > 0, which became our current vacuum. This

phase transition, known as the electroweak phase transition, will be discussed
in Section 6.

The Higgs particle (Higgs boson or Higgs in short) is the quantum of the
Higgs field. Its mass is defined by the Higgs potential but while the mass of the
S particle is clearly visible in Eq.2 as the positive coe�cient of the S2 term,
the same is not true for the Higgs since the coe�cient µ2 of the H2 term has
the wrong sign, it is negative. In order to expose the mass of the corresponding
Higgs, we have to separate the field H into two parts: a part h corresponding
to the Higgs particle, which fluctuates about Hvac = v/

p
2, and the constant

part v/
p
2 itself,

H = (h+ v)/
p
2. (4)

Plugging the separated field H into Eq.3, we get for c0 = µ4/(4�)

V (h) =
1

4
�h4 + �vh3 + �v2h2 (5)

We will focus on the last term, �v2h2, which has the form of a mass term,
M2

h h2/2, with the correct sign. It corresponds to the Higgs boson with the
mass

M2
h = 2�v2 = �2µ2 (6)

The most important fact that the Higgs field must be nonzero in the vacuum
(including the value of v) has been known for decades, but we had to wait for

6
The temperature of the current Universe is e↵ectively zero.
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When evaluating sin2✓`
e↵

through the parametric formula from Ref. [69], an upward shift of 2 ·10�5

with respect to the fit result is observed, mostly due to the inclusion of MW in the fit. Using
the parametric formula the total uncertainty is larger by 0.6 · 10�5, as the global fit exploits the
additional constraint from MW . The fit also constrains the nuisance parameter associated with the
theoretical uncertainty in the calculation of sin2✓`

e↵
, resulting in a reduced theoretical uncertainty

of 4.0 · 10�5 compared to the 4.7 · 10�5 input uncertainty.

The mass of the top quark is indirectly determined to be

mt = 176.4± 2.1 GeV , (4)

with a theoretical uncertainty of 0.6 GeV induced by the theoretical uncertainty on the prediction of
MW . The largest potential to improve the precision of the indirect determination of mt is through
a more precise measurement of MW . Perfect knowledge of MW would result in an uncertainty on
mt of 0.9 GeV.

The strong coupling strength at the Z-boson mass scale is determined to be

↵S(M
2

Z) = 0.1194± 0.0029 , (5)

which corresponds to a determination at full next-to-next-to leading order (NNLO) for electroweak
and strong contributions, and partial strong next-to-NNLO (NNNLO) corrections. The theory
uncertainty of this result is 0.0009, which is shared in equal parts between missing higher orders
in the calculations of the radiator functions and the partial widths of the Z boson. The most
important constraints on ↵S(M2

Z
) come from the measurements of R0

`
, �Z and �

0

had
, also shown in

Fig. 6. The values of ↵S(M2

Z
) obtained from the individual measurements are 0.1237±0.0043 (R0

`
),

Global Electroweak fits from the Gfitter Collaboration 
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Figure 2: a) Potential V (S) as a function of the average value of the field S.
b) Higgs potential as a function of the Higgs field average value H for µ2 =
�(90 GeV)2, � = 0.13, c0 = µ4/(4�) (solid red line). Experiments probe the
minimum of the potential and its curvature at the minimum (dashed blue line).
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Figure 2: a) Potential V (S) as a function of the average value of the field S.
b) Higgs potential as a function of the Higgs field average value H for µ2 =
�(90 GeV)2, � = 0.13, c0 = µ4/(4�) (solid red line). Experiments probe the
minimum of the potential and its curvature at the minimum (dashed blue line).
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Introduction
• Importance of mH in several aspects of our understanding of fundamental physics.
‣ Point of performance benchmark for ATLAS and CMS. 
‣ Solenoid (4T) vs solenoid + toroid, lead tungstate scintillating crystals vs liquid argon sandwich, … 
‣ As C. Anastopoulos said yesterday, their names say it all. 
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• In the H→ZZ→ 4ℓ the signal is a narrow resonant peak above a background continuum. 

(I) Statistical precision precision depends upon: resolution of the reconstructed final state and number of 
signal events.

(II) Systematic uncertainty from understanding of detector performance:
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Run 1 Discovery
• Run-1 featured in primis the discovery in July 2012
‣ First properties measurements 
‣ How did the mass measurements evolve since the discovery.

‣ Where do we stand with our understanding of the Higgs boson mass 10 years later and how did we get 
there ? 
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Run I status
• ATLAS+CMS Run I precision on mH of 2 per mille.

‣ combined measurement from H→γγ and H→ZZ*→4ℓ.  

‣ For both channels dominated by statistical uncertainty.

8
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Figure 1: Scans of twice the negative log-likelihood ratio �2 ln L(mH) as functions of the Higgs
boson mass mH for the ATLAS and CMS combination of the H ! gg (red), H ! ZZ ! 4`
(blue), and combined (black) channels. The dashed curves show the results accounting for
statistical uncertainties only, with all nuisance parameters associated with systematic uncer-
tainties fixed to their best-fit values. The 1 and 2 standard deviation limits are indicated by the
intersections of the horizontal lines at 1 and 4, respectively, with the log-likelihood scan curves.

and

m4`
H = 125.15 ± 0.40 GeV
= 125.15 ± 0.37 (stat.)± 0.15 (syst.) GeV.

(5)

The corresponding likelihood ratio scans are shown in Fig. 1.

A summary of the results from the individual analyses and their combination is presented in
Fig. 2.

The observed uncertainties in the combined measurement can be compared with expectations.
The latter are evaluated by generating two Asimov data sets [26], where an Asimov data set is
a representative event sample that provides both the median expectation for an experimental
result and its expected statistical variation, in the asymptotic approximation, without the need
for an extensive MC-based calculation. The first Asimov data set is a “prefit” sample, generated
using mH = 125.0 GeV and the SM predictions for the couplings, with all nuisance parameters
fixed to their nominal values. The second Asimov data set is a “postfit” sample, in which mH,
the three signal strengths µgg

ggF+tt̄H, µgg
VBF+VH, and µ4`, and all nuisance parameters are fixed to

their best-fit estimates from the data. The expected uncertainties for the combined mass are

dmHprefit = ±0.24 GeV = ±0.22 (stat.)± 0.10 (syst.) GeV (6)

7

Then, in addition to the scale terms, the parameters associated with the “theory” terms are
fixed and a scan performed. Finally, in addition, the “other” parameters are fixed and a scan
performed. Thus the fits are performed iteratively, with the different classes of nuisance pa-
rameters cumulatively held fixed to their best-fit values. The uncertainties associated with the
different classes of nuisance parameters are defined by the difference in quadrature between
the uncertainties resulting from consecutive scans. The statistical uncertainty is determined
from the final scan, with all nuisance parameters associated with systematic terms held fixed,
as explained above. The result is

mH = 125.09 ± 0.21 (stat.)± 0.11 (scale)± 0.02 (other)± 0.01 (theory) GeV, (8)

from which it is seen that the systematic uncertainty is indeed dominated by the energy and
momentum scale terms.

The relative importance of the various sources of systematic uncertainty is further investigated
by dividing the nuisance parameters into yet-finer groups, with each group associated with
a specific underlying effect, and evaluating the impact of each group on the overall mass un-
certainty. The matching of nuisance parameters to an effect is not strictly rigorous because
nuisance parameters in the two experiments do not always represent exactly the same effect
and in some cases multiple effects are related to the same nuisance parameter. Nevertheless
the relative impact of the different effects can be explored. A few experiment-specific groups
of nuisance parameters are defined. For example, ATLAS includes a group of nuisance param-
eters to account for the inaccuracy of the background modeling for the H ! gg channel. To
model this background, ATLAS uses specific analytic functions in each category [14] while CMS
simultaneously considers different background parameterizations [35]. The systematic uncer-
tainty in mH related to the background modeling in CMS is estimated to be negligible [15].

The impact of groups of nuisance parameters is evaluated starting from the contribution of each
individual nuisance parameter to the total uncertainty. This contribution is defined as the mass
shift dmH observed when re-evaluating the profile-likelihood ratio after fixing the nuisance
parameter in question to its best-fit value increased or decreased by 1 standard deviation (s)
in its distribution. For a nuisance parameter whose PDF is a Gaussian distribution, this shift
corresponds to the contribution of that particular nuisance parameter to the final uncertainty.
The impact of a group of nuisance parameters is estimated by summing in quadrature the
contributions from the individual parameters.

The impacts dmH due to each of the considered effects are listed in Table 1. The results are
reported for the four individual channels, both for the data and (in parentheses) the prefit
Asimov data set. The row labeled “Systematic uncertainty (sum in quadrature)” shows the
total sums in quadrature of the individual terms in the table. The row labeled “Systematic
uncertainty (nominal)” shows the corresponding total systematic uncertainties derived using
the subtraction in quadrature method discussed in connection with Eq. (3). The two methods to
evaluate the total systematic uncertainty are seen to agree within 10 MeV, which is comparable
with the precision of the estimates. The two rightmost columns of Table 1 list the contribution
of each group of nuisance parameters to the uncertainties in the combined mass measurement,
for ATLAS and CMS separately.

The statistical and total uncertainties are summarized in the bottom section of Table 1. Since
the weight of a channel in the final combination is determined by the inverse of the squared
uncertainty, the approximate relative weights for the combined result are 19% (H ! gg) and
18% (H ! ZZ ! 4`) for ATLAS, and 40% (H ! gg) and 23% (H ! ZZ ! 4`) for CMS. These
weights are reported in the last row of Table 1, along with the expected values.
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Run I status
• ATLAS+CMS Run I precision on mH of 2 per mille

‣ For both channels dominated by statistical uncertainty.
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Figure 3 presents the impact of each group of nuisance parameters on the total systematic
uncertainty in the mass measurement of ATLAS, CMS, and the combination. For the individual
ATLAS and CMS measurements, the results in Fig. 3 are approximately equivalent to the sum
in quadrature of the respective dmH terms in Table 1 multiplied by their analysis weights, after
normalizing these weights to correspond to either ATLAS only or CMS only. The ATLAS and
CMS combined results in Fig. 3 are the sum in quadrature of the combined results in Table 1.

The results in Table 1 and Fig. 3 establish that the largest systematic effects for the mass un-
certainty are those related to the determination of the energy scale of the photons, followed by
those associated with the determination of the electron and muon momentum scales. Since the
CMS H ! gg channel has the largest weight in the combination, its impact on the systematic
uncertainty of the combined result is largest.
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Figure 3: The impacts dmH (see text) of the nuisance parameter groups in Table 1 on the AT-
LAS (left), CMS (center), and combined (right) mass measurement uncertainty. The observed
(expected) results are shown by the solid (empty) bars.

The mutual compatibility of the mH results from the four individual channels is tested using
a likelihood ratio with four masses in the numerator and a common mass in the denominator,
and thus three degrees of freedom. The three signal strengths are profiled in both the numerator
and denominator as in Eq. (1). The resulting compatibility, defined as the asymptotic p-value of
the fit, is 10%. Allowing the ATLAS and CMS signal strengths to vary independently yields a
compatibility of 7%. This latter fit results in an mH value that is 40 MeV larger than the nominal
result.

The compatibility of the combined ATLAS and CMS mass measurement in the H ! gg chan-
nel with the combined measurement in the H ! ZZ ! 4` channel is evaluated using the
variable DmgZ ⌘ mgg

H � m4`
H as the parameter of interest, with all other parameters, includ-
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Run I status
• ATLAS+CMS Run I precision on mH of 2 per mille

‣ combined measurement from H→γγ and H→ZZ*→4ℓ. 
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Figure 2: Summary of Higgs boson mass measurements from the individual analyses of AT-
LAS and CMS and from the combined analysis presented here. The systematic (narrower,
magenta-shaded bands), statistical (wider, yellow-shaded bands), and total (black error bars)
uncertainties are indicated. The (red) vertical line and corresponding (gray) shaded column
indicate the central value and the total uncertainty of the combined measurement, respectively.

for the prefit case and

dmHpostfit = ±0.22 GeV = ±0.19 (stat.) ± 0.10(syst.) GeV (7)

for the postfit case, which are both very similar to the observed uncertainties reported in Eq. (3).

Constraining all signal yields to their SM predictions results in an mH value that is about
70 MeV larger than the nominal result with a comparable uncertainty. The increase in the
central value reflects the combined effect of the higher-than-expected H ! ZZ ! 4` measured
signal strength and the increase of the H ! ZZ branching fraction with mH. Thus, the fit
assuming SM couplings forces the mass to a higher value in order to accommodate the value
µ = 1 expected in the SM.

Since the discovery, both experiments have improved their understanding of the electron, pho-
ton, and muon measurements [16, 30–34], leading to a significant reduction of the systematic
uncertainties in the mass measurement. Nevertheless, the treatment and understanding of
systematic uncertainties is an important aspect of the individual measurements and their com-
bination. The combined analysis incorporates approximately 300 nuisance parameters. Among
these, approximately 100 are fitted parameters describing the shapes and normalizations of the
background models in the H ! gg channel, including a number of discrete parameters that al-
low the functional form in each of the CMS H ! gg analysis categories to be changed [35]. Of
the remaining almost 200 nuisance parameters, most correspond to experimental or theoretical
systematic uncertainties.

Based on the results from the individual experiments, the dominant systematic uncertainties
for the combined mH result are expected to be those associated with the energy or momentum
scale and its resolution: for the photons in the H ! gg channel and for the electrons and
muons in the H ! ZZ ! 4` channel [14–16]. These uncertainties are assumed to be uncor-
related between the two experiments since they are related to the specific characteristics of the
detectors as well as to the calibration procedures, which are fully independent except for negli-
gible effects due to the use of the common Z boson mass [36] to specify the absolute energy and

‣ In the mean time and within ATLAS, 
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• We used well known processes to calibrate the detector response.
‣ Resonant process of J/ψ, (ϒ) and Z,
‣ for modelling of calorimeters deposits, alignment precision, etc.

Energy resolution 
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Figure 1: Relative scale di↵erence, � Scale, between the measured electron energy scale and the nominal energy scale, as a function of ET using
J/ ! e+e� and Z! e+e� events (points with error bars), for four di↵erent ⌘ regions: (a) |⌘| < 0.6, (b) 0.6 < |⌘| < 1.37, (c) 1.37 < |⌘| < 1.82 and
(d) 1.82 < |⌘| < 2.37. The uncertainty on nominal energy scale for electrons is shown as the shaded area. The error bars include the systematic
uncertainties specific to the J/ ! e+e� measurement.
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Figure 2: Relative scale di↵erence, � Scale, between the measured photon energy scale using Z ! ``� events and the nominal energy scale: (a) as
a function of ET for unconverted photons, (b) as a function of ⌘ for unconverted photons, (c) as a function of ET for converted photons and (d) as a
function of ⌘ for converted photons. Photons reconstructed in the barrel/end-cap transition region are not considered. The Z ! ``� measurements
are the points with error bars. The uncertainty on the nominal energy scale for photons is shown as the shaded area. The error bars include the
systematic uncertainties specific to the Z ! ``� measurement.
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Run I status
• ATLAS+CMS Run I precision on mH of 2 per mille.

‣ combined measurement from H→γγ and H→ZZ*→4ℓ. 

12

‣ ATLAS compatibility between γγ and 4ℓ 4%
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Table 4: Principal systematic uncertainties on the combined mass. Each uncertainty is determined from the change in the 68% CL range for mH
when the corresponding nuisance parameter is removed (fixed to its best fit value), and is calculated by subtracting this reduced uncertainty from
the original uncertainty in quadrature.

Systematic Uncertainty on mH [MeV]
LAr syst on material before presampler (barrel) 70
LAr syst on material after presampler (barrel) 20
LAr cell non-linearity (layer 2) 60
LAr cell non-linearity (layer 1) 30
LAr layer calibration (barrel) 50
Lateral shower shape (conv) 50
Lateral shower shape (unconv) 40
Presampler energy scale (barrel) 20
ID material model (|⌘| < 1.1) 50
H ! �� background model (unconv rest low pTt) 40
Z ! ee calibration 50
Primary vertex e↵ect on mass scale 20
Muon momentum scale 10
Remaining systematic uncertainties 70
Total 180

In order to assess the compatibility of the mass measurements from the two channels a dedicated test statistic that
takes into account correlations between the two measurements is used, as described in Sec. 6. A value of

�mH = 1.47 ± 0.67 (stat) ± 0.28 (syst) GeV
= 1.47 ± 0.72 GeV

(8)

is derived. From the value of �2 ln⇤ at �mH = 0, a compatibility of 4.8%, equivalent to 1.98�, is estimated under the
asymptotic assumption. This probability was cross-checked using Monte Carlo ensemble tests. With this approach a
compatibility of 4.9% is obtained, corresponding to 1.97�.

As an additional cross-check, some of the systematic uncertainties related to the photon energy scale, namely the
inner detector material uncertainty and the uncertainty in the modeling of the photon lateral leakage, were modeled
using a “box-like” PDF defined as a double Fermi–Dirac function. This choice is compatible with the fact that for
these uncertainties the data does not suggest a preferred value within the systematic error range. In this case the
compatibility between the two masses increases to 7.5%, equivalent to 1.8�. The compatibility between the two
measurements increases to 11% (1.6�) if the two signal strengths are set to the SM value of one, instead of being
treated as free parameters.

With respect to the value published in Ref. [15], the compatibility between the measurements from the individual
channels has changed from 2.5� to 2.0�.

8. Conclusions

An improved measurement of the mass of the Higgs boson has been derived from a combined fit to the invariant
mass spectra of the decay channels H ! �� and H!ZZ⇤! 4`. These measurements are based on the pp collision
data sample recorded by the ATLAS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider at center-of-mass energies ofp

s=7 TeV and
p

s=8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 25 fb�1. As shown in Table 5, the measured
values of the Higgs boson mass for the H ! �� and H!ZZ⇤! 4` channels are 125.98± 0.42 (stat)± 0.28 (syst) GeV
and 124.51 ± 0.52 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst) GeV respectively. The compatibility between the mass measurements from the
two individual channels is at the level of 2.0� corresponding to a probability of 4.8%.

From the combination of these two channels, the value of mH = 125.36 ± 0.37 (stat) ± 0.18 (syst) GeV is ob-
tained. These results are based on improved calibrations for photons, electrons and muons and on improved analysis
techniques with respect to Ref. [15], and supersede the previous results.

Table 5: Summary of Higgs boson mass measurements.

Channel Mass measurement [GeV]

H ! �� 125.98 ± 0.42 (stat) ± 0.28 (syst) = 125.98 ± 0.50

H!ZZ⇤! 4` 124.51 ± 0.52 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst) = 124.51 ± 0.52

Combined 125.36 ± 0.37 (stat) ± 0.18 (syst) = 125.36 ± 0.41
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Run I status
• ATLAS run I precision on mH of 0.33%

‣ combined measurement from H→γγ and H→ZZ*→4ℓ. 

13
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l 4CMS+ATLAS  0.15) GeV± 0.37 ± 0.40 ( ±125.15 

γγ CMS+ATLAS  0.14) GeV± 0.25 ± 0.29 ( ±125.07 
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γγ→H CMS  0.15) GeV± 0.31 ± 0.34 ( ±124.70 

γγ→H ATLAS  0.27) GeV± 0.43 ± 0.51 ( ±126.02 

Figure 2: Summary of Higgs boson mass measurements from the individual analyses of AT-
LAS and CMS and from the combined analysis presented here. The systematic (narrower,
magenta-shaded bands), statistical (wider, yellow-shaded bands), and total (black error bars)
uncertainties are indicated. The (red) vertical line and corresponding (gray) shaded column
indicate the central value and the total uncertainty of the combined measurement, respectively.

for the prefit case and

dmHpostfit = ±0.22 GeV = ±0.19 (stat.) ± 0.10(syst.) GeV (7)

for the postfit case, which are both very similar to the observed uncertainties reported in Eq. (3).

Constraining all signal yields to their SM predictions results in an mH value that is about
70 MeV larger than the nominal result with a comparable uncertainty. The increase in the
central value reflects the combined effect of the higher-than-expected H ! ZZ ! 4` measured
signal strength and the increase of the H ! ZZ branching fraction with mH. Thus, the fit
assuming SM couplings forces the mass to a higher value in order to accommodate the value
µ = 1 expected in the SM.

Since the discovery, both experiments have improved their understanding of the electron, pho-
ton, and muon measurements [16, 30–34], leading to a significant reduction of the systematic
uncertainties in the mass measurement. Nevertheless, the treatment and understanding of
systematic uncertainties is an important aspect of the individual measurements and their com-
bination. The combined analysis incorporates approximately 300 nuisance parameters. Among
these, approximately 100 are fitted parameters describing the shapes and normalizations of the
background models in the H ! gg channel, including a number of discrete parameters that al-
low the functional form in each of the CMS H ! gg analysis categories to be changed [35]. Of
the remaining almost 200 nuisance parameters, most correspond to experimental or theoretical
systematic uncertainties.

Based on the results from the individual experiments, the dominant systematic uncertainties
for the combined mH result are expected to be those associated with the energy or momentum
scale and its resolution: for the photons in the H ! gg channel and for the electrons and
muons in the H ! ZZ ! 4` channel [14–16]. These uncertainties are assumed to be uncor-
related between the two experiments since they are related to the specific characteristics of the
detectors as well as to the calibration procedures, which are fully independent except for negli-
gible effects due to the use of the common Z boson mass [36] to specify the absolute energy and
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• We used well known processes to calibrate the detector response.
‣ Resonant process of J/ψ, (ϒ) and Z,
‣ for modelling of calorimeters deposits, alignment precision, etc.

Energy resolution 
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Muon pT resolution 
• Local misalignments: second or first order effects ? 

‣ Charge dependent sagitta bias, with net effect of worsening resolution and biasing the result. 

‣ Solution: Let’s correct these a posteriori 

15

Mass measurement
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● E/p offers a direct measurement
– But electron's tracking has its own issues 
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Mass measurement
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Muon pT resolution 
• Local misalignments and second order effects:

‣ Charge dependent sagitta bias, with net effect of worsening resolution 

‣ In-situ correction based on Z→μμ data, recovers up to 5% in resolution. 

• Momentum scale understood down to the per mille level 

‣ Precision down to 0.5 per mille for |η|<1.0

18

Mass measurement

Biased positive and negative tracks 

Corrected positive and negative tracks
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ET(e/γ) resolution

19

Mass measurement
• Good energy calibration necessary for increased precision on mH

‣ Two step approach: i) material energy loss and ii) global calorimetric scale from 
Z→ee  data. 

‣ Also here: crisis mode to avoid the crisis mode. 

• Total scale uncertainty of at 40 GeV at the per-mille level. 
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H→ZZ→4ℓ results
• Final estimate from 4x4 simultaneous un-binned fit 
‣ Four kinematic categories and four final states 

• Good agreement between channels.

• Systematic uncertainty of 50 MeV 

• Result: 

‣ 25% improved precision with respect to Run I ATLAS Combination. 

20

Mass measurement
arXiv:1806.00242

mZZ
⇤

H
= 124.79 ± 0.36 (±0.05 stat only) GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="bgRPiDfvdkLCoHvfniPO5VTYWW0=">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</latexit>

https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.00242
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        Total      (Stat. only)

 Run 1ATLAS + CMS  0.21) GeV± 0.24 ( ±125.09 

 CombinedRun 1+2  0.16) GeV± 0.24 ( ±124.97 

 CombinedRun 2  0.18) GeV± 0.27 ( ±124.86 

 CombinedRun 1  0.37) GeV± 0.41 ( ±125.38 

γγ→H Run 1+2  0.19) GeV± 0.35 ( ±125.32 

l4→H Run 1+2  0.30) GeV± 0.30 ( ±124.71 

γγ→H Run 2  0.21) GeV± 0.40 ( ±124.93 

l4→H Run 2  0.36) GeV± 0.37 ( ±124.79 

γγ→H Run 1  0.43) GeV± 0.51 ( ±126.02 

l4→H Run 1  0.52) GeV± 0.52 ( ±124.51 

-1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 fbs: Run 2, -1 = 7-8 TeV, 25 fbs: Run 1

ATLAS
• 4ℓ and γγ measurements are combined with ATLAS Run 1 result

21

• ATLAS Run 1 + 2 (36.1) comparable precision to LHC Run 1 combination.

arXiv:1806.00242

Combination

mH = 124.97 ± 0.24(±0.16 stat only) GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="j8OL4CkV/pp2lAZbKeWR0VVILq0=">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</latexit>

https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.00242
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Combination
• 4ℓ and γγ measurements are combined with ATLAS Run 1 result

22

• CMS Run 1 + 2 (36.1) comparable precision to LHC Run 1 combination.

arXiv:1806.00242

Mass measurement

https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.00242
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• Three-prong approach to reduce uncertainty at analysis level:
(i) (~15%) from m12 constraint to mZ with kinematic fit and mZ constraints on alignment weak 

modes.

(i) (~2%) from kinematic discriminant selecting signal and background events

‣ Boosted Decision Tree on pT(4ℓ), y(4ℓ) (ATLAS) and log(|ℳH|2/|ℳZZ*|2)

(ii) (2-3% - 11%)  from multivariate per-event resolution likelihood. 
‣ Neural network to solve uncertainty correlations induced by kinematic discriminant. 

Towards full Run 2

23
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• ATLAS results: 200 MeV total, systematic uncertainty of ~70 MeV

H→ZZ→4ℓ results
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First full Run-2 results

of pseudo-experiments performed assuming mH = 125 GeV. The 1-sided p-value of the compatibility
between the observed and expected uncertainties is found to be 0.17.
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correspond to the expected uncertainty distribution from the pseudo-experiments while the vertical dashed lines
indicate the observed values of the uncertainties.

7 Summary

The mass of the Higgs boson has been measured from a fit to the invariant mass and the predicted invariant
mass resolution of the H ! Z Z

⇤ ! 4` decay channel. The results are obtained from the full Run 2
pp collision data sample recorded by the ATLAS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider at a
centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 139 fb�1. The measurement
is based on the latest calibrations of muons and electrons, and on improvements to the analysis techniques
used to obtain the previous result using data collected by ATLAS in 2015 and 2016 .

The measured value of the Higgs boson mass for the H ! Z Z
⇤ ! 4` channel is

mH = 124.92+0.21
�0.20 GeV.

This result is in good agreement with previous measurements performed by the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations.

13
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Conclusion

• After a decade of cracking the mass problem:  

1.Measurement of mH at the sub per mille precision level.  

2.Clear understanding of our detectors performance on new resonance. 

25

• Higgs physics provide an excellent picture for 

‣ mH one of the most precise measurements in the LHC scientific program. 

‣ High precision by ATLAS and CMS on mH achieved by:
(i) Deep understanding our detector at the per-mille level and 
(ii) Developing smart techniques for best usage of this understanding within the data analysis. 

123 124 125 126 127 128
 [GeV]Hm

Total Stat. onlyATLAS
        Total      (Stat. only)

 Run 1ATLAS + CMS  0.21) GeV± 0.24 ( ±125.09 

 CombinedRun 1+2  0.16) GeV± 0.24 ( ±124.97 

 CombinedRun 2  0.18) GeV± 0.27 ( ±124.86 

 CombinedRun 1  0.37) GeV± 0.41 ( ±125.38 

γγ→H Run 1+2  0.19) GeV± 0.35 ( ±125.32 

l4→H Run 1+2  0.30) GeV± 0.30 ( ±124.71 

γγ→H Run 2  0.21) GeV± 0.40 ( ±124.93 

l4→H Run 2  0.36) GeV± 0.37 ( ±124.79 

γγ→H Run 1  0.43) GeV± 0.51 ( ±126.02 

l4→H Run 1  0.52) GeV± 0.52 ( ±124.51 

-1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 fbs: Run 2, -1 = 7-8 TeV, 25 fbs: Run 1
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• Three-prong approach to reduce uncertainty at analysis level:
(i) (~15%) from m12 constraint to mZ with kinematic fit and mZ constraints on alignment weak 

modes.

(i) (~2%) from kinematic discriminant selecting signal and background events

‣ Boosted Decision Tree on pT(4ℓ), y(4ℓ) (ATLAS) and log(|ℳH|2/|ℳZZ*|2) (ATLAS and CMS). 

(ii) (2-3% - 11%)  from multivariate per-event resolution likelihood. 
‣ Neural network to solve uncertainty correlations induced by kinematic discriminant. 

Improve everywhere 
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H→γγ 
• H→γγ updated result at Run II. 
‣ Analytical function in kinematic and detector categories.  

‣ Reduction of uncertainty through categorisation of events as a function of resolution and 
signal significance.
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Mass measurement

• Expected statistical uncertainty of 0.21 GeV  and 0.34 GeV systematic uncertainty 

arXiv:1806.00242
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Figure 2: (a) Invariant mass distributions (circles) of simulated H ! �� events reconstructed in two categories
with one of the best (“ggH 0J Cen”: open circles) and one of the worst (“ggH 0J Fwd”: solid circles) experimental
resolutions. The signal model derived from a fit of the simulated events is superimposed (solid lines). (b) Diphoton
invariant mass distribution of all selected data events, overlaid with the result of the fit (solid red line). Both for data
and for the fit, each category is weighted by a factor ln(1+ S/B), where S and B are the fitted signal and background
yields in a m�� interval containing 90% of the expected signal. The dotted line describes the background component
of the model. The bottom inset shows the di�erence between the sum of weights and the background component of
the fitted model (dots), compared with the signal model (black line).

the SM values multiplied by a signal modifier for each production mode: µggF, µVBF, µVH and µt t̄H .
The expected yield for mH = 125 GeV varies between about one event in categories sensitive to rare
production modes (tt̄H, tH) to almost 500 events in the most populated event category (“ggH 0J Fwd”).

The background invariant mass distribution of each category is parameterised with an empirical continuous
function of the diphoton system invariant mass value. The parameters of these functions are fitted directly
to data. The functional form used to describe the background in each category is chosen among several
alternatives according to the three criteria described in Ref. [24]: (i) the fitted signal yield in a test sample
representative of the data background, built by combining simulation and control regions in data, must be
minimised; (ii) the �2 probability for the fit of this background control sample must be larger than a certain
threshold; (iii) the quality of the fit to data sidebands must not improve significantly when adding an extra
degree of freedom to the model. The models selected by this procedure are exponential or power-law
functions with one degree of freedom for the categories with few events, while exponential functions of a
second-order polynomial are used for the others.

From the extrapolation of a background-only fit to the sidebands of the m�� distribution in data, excluding
events with 121 GeV < m�� < 129 GeV, the expected signal-to-background ratio in a m�� window
containing 90% of the signal distribution for mH = 125 GeV varies between 2% in the “ggH 0J Fwd”
category and 100% in a high-purity, low-yield (about 12 events) category targeting H+2jet, VBF-like
events with low transverse momentum of the H+2jet system.
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H→γγ 
• H→γγ updated result at Run II. 
‣ Analytical function in kinematic and detector categories.  

‣ Reduction of uncertainty through categorisation of events as a function of resolution and 
signal significance.
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Mass measurement

• Expected statistical uncertainty of 0.21 GeV  and 0.34 GeV systematic uncertainty 
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Figure 2: (a) Invariant mass distributions (circles) of simulated H ! �� events reconstructed in two categories
with one of the best (“ggH 0J Cen”: open circles) and one of the worst (“ggH 0J Fwd”: solid circles) experimental
resolutions. The signal model derived from a fit of the simulated events is superimposed (solid lines). (b) Diphoton
invariant mass distribution of all selected data events, overlaid with the result of the fit (solid red line). Both for data
and for the fit, each category is weighted by a factor ln(1+ S/B), where S and B are the fitted signal and background
yields in a m�� interval containing 90% of the expected signal. The dotted line describes the background component
of the model. The bottom inset shows the di�erence between the sum of weights and the background component of
the fitted model (dots), compared with the signal model (black line).

the SM values multiplied by a signal modifier for each production mode: µggF, µVBF, µVH and µt t̄H .
The expected yield for mH = 125 GeV varies between about one event in categories sensitive to rare
production modes (tt̄H, tH) to almost 500 events in the most populated event category (“ggH 0J Fwd”).

The background invariant mass distribution of each category is parameterised with an empirical continuous
function of the diphoton system invariant mass value. The parameters of these functions are fitted directly
to data. The functional form used to describe the background in each category is chosen among several
alternatives according to the three criteria described in Ref. [24]: (i) the fitted signal yield in a test sample
representative of the data background, built by combining simulation and control regions in data, must be
minimised; (ii) the �2 probability for the fit of this background control sample must be larger than a certain
threshold; (iii) the quality of the fit to data sidebands must not improve significantly when adding an extra
degree of freedom to the model. The models selected by this procedure are exponential or power-law
functions with one degree of freedom for the categories with few events, while exponential functions of a
second-order polynomial are used for the others.

From the extrapolation of a background-only fit to the sidebands of the m�� distribution in data, excluding
events with 121 GeV < m�� < 129 GeV, the expected signal-to-background ratio in a m�� window
containing 90% of the signal distribution for mH = 125 GeV varies between 2% in the “ggH 0J Fwd”
category and 100% in a high-purity, low-yield (about 12 events) category targeting H+2jet, VBF-like
events with low transverse momentum of the H+2jet system.
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ET(e/γ) resolution
• Good energy calibration necessary for increased precision on mH

‣ Two step approach: i) material energy loss and ii) global calorimetric scale 
from Z→ee  data

• Total scale uncertainty of at 40 GeV at the per-mille level. 
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Mass measurement
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ET(e/γ) resolution
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Mass measurement
• Good energy calibration necessary for increased precision on mH

‣ Two step approach: i) material energy loss and ii) global calorimetric scale 
from Z→ee  data

• Total scale uncertainty of at 40 GeV at the per-mille level. 
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Run I status
• ATLAS run I precision on mH of 0.33%

‣ combined measurement from H→γγ and H→ZZ*→4ℓ.  

‣ For both channels dominated by statistical uncertainty 

• At Run2 aim in improving 
significantly on δmH:

‣ Expect 7 times more candidates, with 

139 fb-1 at √s=13 TeV 
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Table 4: Principal systematic uncertainties on the combined mass. Each uncertainty is determined from the change in the 68% CL range for mH
when the corresponding nuisance parameter is removed (fixed to its best fit value), and is calculated by subtracting this reduced uncertainty from
the original uncertainty in quadrature.

Systematic Uncertainty on mH [MeV]
LAr syst on material before presampler (barrel) 70
LAr syst on material after presampler (barrel) 20
LAr cell non-linearity (layer 2) 60
LAr cell non-linearity (layer 1) 30
LAr layer calibration (barrel) 50
Lateral shower shape (conv) 50
Lateral shower shape (unconv) 40
Presampler energy scale (barrel) 20
ID material model (|⌘| < 1.1) 50
H ! �� background model (unconv rest low pTt) 40
Z ! ee calibration 50
Primary vertex e↵ect on mass scale 20
Muon momentum scale 10
Remaining systematic uncertainties 70
Total 180

In order to assess the compatibility of the mass measurements from the two channels a dedicated test statistic that
takes into account correlations between the two measurements is used, as described in Sec. 6. A value of

�mH = 1.47 ± 0.67 (stat) ± 0.28 (syst) GeV
= 1.47 ± 0.72 GeV

(8)

is derived. From the value of �2 ln⇤ at �mH = 0, a compatibility of 4.8%, equivalent to 1.98�, is estimated under the
asymptotic assumption. This probability was cross-checked using Monte Carlo ensemble tests. With this approach a
compatibility of 4.9% is obtained, corresponding to 1.97�.

As an additional cross-check, some of the systematic uncertainties related to the photon energy scale, namely the
inner detector material uncertainty and the uncertainty in the modeling of the photon lateral leakage, were modeled
using a “box-like” PDF defined as a double Fermi–Dirac function. This choice is compatible with the fact that for
these uncertainties the data does not suggest a preferred value within the systematic error range. In this case the
compatibility between the two masses increases to 7.5%, equivalent to 1.8�. The compatibility between the two
measurements increases to 11% (1.6�) if the two signal strengths are set to the SM value of one, instead of being
treated as free parameters.

With respect to the value published in Ref. [15], the compatibility between the measurements from the individual
channels has changed from 2.5� to 2.0�.

8. Conclusions

An improved measurement of the mass of the Higgs boson has been derived from a combined fit to the invariant
mass spectra of the decay channels H ! �� and H!ZZ⇤! 4`. These measurements are based on the pp collision
data sample recorded by the ATLAS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider at center-of-mass energies ofp

s=7 TeV and
p

s=8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 25 fb�1. As shown in Table 5, the measured
values of the Higgs boson mass for the H ! �� and H!ZZ⇤! 4` channels are 125.98± 0.42 (stat)± 0.28 (syst) GeV
and 124.51 ± 0.52 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst) GeV respectively. The compatibility between the mass measurements from the
two individual channels is at the level of 2.0� corresponding to a probability of 4.8%.

From the combination of these two channels, the value of mH = 125.36 ± 0.37 (stat) ± 0.18 (syst) GeV is ob-
tained. These results are based on improved calibrations for photons, electrons and muons and on improved analysis
techniques with respect to Ref. [15], and supersede the previous results.

Table 5: Summary of Higgs boson mass measurements.

Channel Mass measurement [GeV]

H ! �� 125.98 ± 0.42 (stat) ± 0.28 (syst) = 125.98 ± 0.50

H!ZZ⇤! 4` 124.51 ± 0.52 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst) = 124.51 ± 0.52

Combined 125.36 ± 0.37 (stat) ± 0.18 (syst) = 125.36 ± 0.41
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Run 1 Legacy
• Run-1 featured in primis the discovery 
‣ First properties measurements 
‣ Programme largely limited by statistical accuracy. 

• Properties: 
‣ ATLAS precision in mH of 0.33%:

‣ Couplings measured to 10% to 25% precision 

‣ H→inv. constrained to < 30%

‣ First studies of JPC = 0++, (indirect) width ΓH< 14.4 MeV 
(15.2 MeV)

33

The LHC Run-1 legacy

• Higgs boson mass measured to ~0.2%  
(fixes the SM predictions!)

• Higgs boson couplings measured  
to ~10-25% precision

• H → invisible constrained to < 25-30%

• First studies of spin, CP eigenstate/admixtures, 
differential distributions, all compatible with the SM

Giacinto Piacquadio - ICHEP 2018 4
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Table 4: Principal systematic uncertainties on the combined mass. Each uncertainty is determined from the change in the 68% CL range for mH
when the corresponding nuisance parameter is removed (fixed to its best fit value), and is calculated by subtracting this reduced uncertainty from
the original uncertainty in quadrature.

Systematic Uncertainty on mH [MeV]
LAr syst on material before presampler (barrel) 70
LAr syst on material after presampler (barrel) 20
LAr cell non-linearity (layer 2) 60
LAr cell non-linearity (layer 1) 30
LAr layer calibration (barrel) 50
Lateral shower shape (conv) 50
Lateral shower shape (unconv) 40
Presampler energy scale (barrel) 20
ID material model (|⌘| < 1.1) 50
H ! �� background model (unconv rest low pTt) 40
Z ! ee calibration 50
Primary vertex e↵ect on mass scale 20
Muon momentum scale 10
Remaining systematic uncertainties 70
Total 180

In order to assess the compatibility of the mass measurements from the two channels a dedicated test statistic that
takes into account correlations between the two measurements is used, as described in Sec. 6. A value of

�mH = 1.47 ± 0.67 (stat) ± 0.28 (syst) GeV
= 1.47 ± 0.72 GeV

(8)

is derived. From the value of �2 ln⇤ at �mH = 0, a compatibility of 4.8%, equivalent to 1.98�, is estimated under the
asymptotic assumption. This probability was cross-checked using Monte Carlo ensemble tests. With this approach a
compatibility of 4.9% is obtained, corresponding to 1.97�.

As an additional cross-check, some of the systematic uncertainties related to the photon energy scale, namely the
inner detector material uncertainty and the uncertainty in the modeling of the photon lateral leakage, were modeled
using a “box-like” PDF defined as a double Fermi–Dirac function. This choice is compatible with the fact that for
these uncertainties the data does not suggest a preferred value within the systematic error range. In this case the
compatibility between the two masses increases to 7.5%, equivalent to 1.8�. The compatibility between the two
measurements increases to 11% (1.6�) if the two signal strengths are set to the SM value of one, instead of being
treated as free parameters.

With respect to the value published in Ref. [15], the compatibility between the measurements from the individual
channels has changed from 2.5� to 2.0�.

8. Conclusions

An improved measurement of the mass of the Higgs boson has been derived from a combined fit to the invariant
mass spectra of the decay channels H ! �� and H!ZZ⇤! 4`. These measurements are based on the pp collision
data sample recorded by the ATLAS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider at center-of-mass energies ofp

s=7 TeV and
p

s=8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 25 fb�1. As shown in Table 5, the measured
values of the Higgs boson mass for the H ! �� and H!ZZ⇤! 4` channels are 125.98± 0.42 (stat)± 0.28 (syst) GeV
and 124.51 ± 0.52 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst) GeV respectively. The compatibility between the mass measurements from the
two individual channels is at the level of 2.0� corresponding to a probability of 4.8%.

From the combination of these two channels, the value of mH = 125.36 ± 0.37 (stat) ± 0.18 (syst) GeV is ob-
tained. These results are based on improved calibrations for photons, electrons and muons and on improved analysis
techniques with respect to Ref. [15], and supersede the previous results.

Table 5: Summary of Higgs boson mass measurements.

Channel Mass measurement [GeV]

H ! �� 125.98 ± 0.42 (stat) ± 0.28 (syst) = 125.98 ± 0.50

H!ZZ⇤! 4` 124.51 ± 0.52 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst) = 124.51 ± 0.52

Combined 125.36 ± 0.37 (stat) ± 0.18 (syst) = 125.36 ± 0.41
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H→γγ 
• H→γγ updated result at Run II. 
‣ Analytical function in kinematic and detector categories.  

‣ Reduction of uncertainty through categorisation of events as a function of 
resolution and signal significance.
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Mass measurement

• Expected statistical uncertainty of 0.21 GeV  and 0.34 GeV systematic uncertainty 
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Figure 2: (a) Invariant mass distributions (circles) of simulated H ! �� events reconstructed in two categories
with one of the best (“ggH 0J Cen”: open circles) and one of the worst (“ggH 0J Fwd”: solid circles) experimental
resolutions. The signal model derived from a fit of the simulated events is superimposed (solid lines). (b) Diphoton
invariant mass distribution of all selected data events, overlaid with the result of the fit (solid red line). Both for data
and for the fit, each category is weighted by a factor ln(1+ S/B), where S and B are the fitted signal and background
yields in a m�� interval containing 90% of the expected signal. The dotted line describes the background component
of the model. The bottom inset shows the di�erence between the sum of weights and the background component of
the fitted model (dots), compared with the signal model (black line).

the SM values multiplied by a signal modifier for each production mode: µggF, µVBF, µVH and µt t̄H .
The expected yield for mH = 125 GeV varies between about one event in categories sensitive to rare
production modes (tt̄H, tH) to almost 500 events in the most populated event category (“ggH 0J Fwd”).

The background invariant mass distribution of each category is parameterised with an empirical continuous
function of the diphoton system invariant mass value. The parameters of these functions are fitted directly
to data. The functional form used to describe the background in each category is chosen among several
alternatives according to the three criteria described in Ref. [24]: (i) the fitted signal yield in a test sample
representative of the data background, built by combining simulation and control regions in data, must be
minimised; (ii) the �2 probability for the fit of this background control sample must be larger than a certain
threshold; (iii) the quality of the fit to data sidebands must not improve significantly when adding an extra
degree of freedom to the model. The models selected by this procedure are exponential or power-law
functions with one degree of freedom for the categories with few events, while exponential functions of a
second-order polynomial are used for the others.

From the extrapolation of a background-only fit to the sidebands of the m�� distribution in data, excluding
events with 121 GeV < m�� < 129 GeV, the expected signal-to-background ratio in a m�� window
containing 90% of the signal distribution for mH = 125 GeV varies between 2% in the “ggH 0J Fwd”
category and 100% in a high-purity, low-yield (about 12 events) category targeting H+2jet, VBF-like
events with low transverse momentum of the H+2jet system.
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‣ Clustering of calorimeter energy deposits.
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• Resolution muon channels (4μ, 2e2μ and 4μ) crucial for mH uncertainty:
‣ Excellent momentum resolution of about 1% at about pT 45 ~GeV.

• Momenta calibrated to J/ψ and Z samples in data 
‣ for residual mis modelling of Eloss in calorimeters, alignment precision etc.
‣ Including corrections to data accounting for alignment weak modes. 
‣ Precision down to 0.5 per mille for |η|<1.0

Muon pT resolution 
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Mass measurement
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Muon pT resolution 
• Resolution muon channels (4μ, 2e2μ and 4μ) crucial for mH uncertainty:
‣ Excellent momentum resolution of about 1% at about pT 45 ~GeV.

• Simulated momenta calibrated to J/ψ and Z samples in data 

‣ for residual mis modelling of Eloss in calorimeters, alignment precision etc.
‣ Uncertainty of about 10% on the resolution and 0.5% on the momentum scale.
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Mass measurement

Figure 1: Inclusive dimuon invariant mass distribution of Z ! µ+µ� candidate events. The upper panel shows the
invariant mass distribution for data and for simulation. The points show the data after correction for local charge-
dependent momentum biases. The continuous line corresponds to the simulation with the momentum corrections
applied. The band represents the total systematic uncertainty on the momentum corrections. The lower panel shows
the data to simulation ratio. No subtraction of the background (expected to be at the level of 0.5% and with a
non-peaking distribution) is applied, and the simulation is normalised to the data.

of ⌘, � and pT, and is found to be about 20 MeV for the average momentum of muons from Z ! µ+µ�
decays.

The invariant mass distributions of dimuons from Z ! µ+µ� decays in data and simulation after such
corrections are compared in Figure 1. After corrections data and simulation agree to better than 3% for
the description of the Z-boson decay lineshape.

5 Photon and electron reconstruction, identification and calibration

Photon and electron candidates are reconstructed from clusters of energy deposited in the electromagnetic
calorimeter [87]. Clusters without a matching track or reconstructed conversion vertex in the inner
detector are classified as unconverted photons. Those with a matching reconstructed conversion vertex
or a matching track, consistent with originating from a photon conversion, are classified as converted
photons. Clusters matched to a track consistent with originating from an electron produced in the beam
interaction region are considered electron candidates.

The energy measurement for reconstructed electrons and photons is performed by summing the energies
measured in the EM calorimeter cells belonging to the candidate cluster. The energy is measured from a
cluster size of�⌘⇥�� = 0.075⇥0.175 in the barrel region of the calorimeter and�⌘⇥�� = 0.125⇥0.125
in the calorimeter endcaps. The calibration strategy for the energy measurement of electrons and photons

6
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ET(e/γ) resolution

41

Mass measurement
• Good energy calibration necessary for increased precision on mH

‣ Two step approach: i) material energy loss and ii) global calorimetric scale 
from Z→ee  data

• Total scale uncertainty of at 40 GeV at the per-mille level. 
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H→γγ 
• H→γγ updated result at Run II. 
‣ Analytical function in kinematic and detector categories.  

‣ Reduction of uncertainty through categorisation of events as a function of 
resolution and signal significance.
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Mass measurement

• Expected statistical uncertainty of 0.21 GeV  and 0.34 GeV systematic uncertainty 
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Figure 2: (a) Invariant mass distributions (circles) of simulated H ! �� events reconstructed in two categories
with one of the best (“ggH 0J Cen”: open circles) and one of the worst (“ggH 0J Fwd”: solid circles) experimental
resolutions. The signal model derived from a fit of the simulated events is superimposed (solid lines). (b) Diphoton
invariant mass distribution of all selected data events, overlaid with the result of the fit (solid red line). Both for data
and for the fit, each category is weighted by a factor ln(1+ S/B), where S and B are the fitted signal and background
yields in a m�� interval containing 90% of the expected signal. The dotted line describes the background component
of the model. The bottom inset shows the di�erence between the sum of weights and the background component of
the fitted model (dots), compared with the signal model (black line).

the SM values multiplied by a signal modifier for each production mode: µggF, µVBF, µVH and µt t̄H .
The expected yield for mH = 125 GeV varies between about one event in categories sensitive to rare
production modes (tt̄H, tH) to almost 500 events in the most populated event category (“ggH 0J Fwd”).

The background invariant mass distribution of each category is parameterised with an empirical continuous
function of the diphoton system invariant mass value. The parameters of these functions are fitted directly
to data. The functional form used to describe the background in each category is chosen among several
alternatives according to the three criteria described in Ref. [24]: (i) the fitted signal yield in a test sample
representative of the data background, built by combining simulation and control regions in data, must be
minimised; (ii) the �2 probability for the fit of this background control sample must be larger than a certain
threshold; (iii) the quality of the fit to data sidebands must not improve significantly when adding an extra
degree of freedom to the model. The models selected by this procedure are exponential or power-law
functions with one degree of freedom for the categories with few events, while exponential functions of a
second-order polynomial are used for the others.

From the extrapolation of a background-only fit to the sidebands of the m�� distribution in data, excluding
events with 121 GeV < m�� < 129 GeV, the expected signal-to-background ratio in a m�� window
containing 90% of the signal distribution for mH = 125 GeV varies between 2% in the “ggH 0J Fwd”
category and 100% in a high-purity, low-yield (about 12 events) category targeting H+2jet, VBF-like
events with low transverse momentum of the H+2jet system.
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Figure 2: (a) Invariant mass distributions (circles) of simulated H ! �� events reconstructed in two categories
with one of the best (“ggH 0J Cen”: open circles) and one of the worst (“ggH 0J Fwd”: solid circles) experimental
resolutions. The signal model derived from a fit of the simulated events is superimposed (solid lines). (b) Diphoton
invariant mass distribution of all selected data events, overlaid with the result of the fit (solid red line). Both for data
and for the fit, each category is weighted by a factor ln(1+ S/B), where S and B are the fitted signal and background
yields in a m�� interval containing 90% of the expected signal. The dotted line describes the background component
of the model. The bottom inset shows the di�erence between the sum of weights and the background component of
the fitted model (dots), compared with the signal model (black line).

the SM values multiplied by a signal modifier for each production mode: µggF, µVBF, µVH and µt t̄H .
The expected yield for mH = 125 GeV varies between about one event in categories sensitive to rare
production modes (tt̄H, tH) to almost 500 events in the most populated event category (“ggH 0J Fwd”).

The background invariant mass distribution of each category is parameterised with an empirical continuous
function of the diphoton system invariant mass value. The parameters of these functions are fitted directly
to data. The functional form used to describe the background in each category is chosen among several
alternatives according to the three criteria described in Ref. [24]: (i) the fitted signal yield in a test sample
representative of the data background, built by combining simulation and control regions in data, must be
minimised; (ii) the �2 probability for the fit of this background control sample must be larger than a certain
threshold; (iii) the quality of the fit to data sidebands must not improve significantly when adding an extra
degree of freedom to the model. The models selected by this procedure are exponential or power-law
functions with one degree of freedom for the categories with few events, while exponential functions of a
second-order polynomial are used for the others.

From the extrapolation of a background-only fit to the sidebands of the m�� distribution in data, excluding
events with 121 GeV < m�� < 129 GeV, the expected signal-to-background ratio in a m�� window
containing 90% of the signal distribution for mH = 125 GeV varies between 2% in the “ggH 0J Fwd”
category and 100% in a high-purity, low-yield (about 12 events) category targeting H+2jet, VBF-like
events with low transverse momentum of the H+2jet system.
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Run I status
• ATLAS run I precision on mH of 0.33%

‣ combined measurement from H→γγ and H→ZZ*→4ℓ.  

‣ For both channels dominated by statistical uncertainty 
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Table 4: Principal systematic uncertainties on the combined mass. Each uncertainty is determined from the change in the 68% CL range for mH
when the corresponding nuisance parameter is removed (fixed to its best fit value), and is calculated by subtracting this reduced uncertainty from
the original uncertainty in quadrature.

Systematic Uncertainty on mH [MeV]
LAr syst on material before presampler (barrel) 70
LAr syst on material after presampler (barrel) 20
LAr cell non-linearity (layer 2) 60
LAr cell non-linearity (layer 1) 30
LAr layer calibration (barrel) 50
Lateral shower shape (conv) 50
Lateral shower shape (unconv) 40
Presampler energy scale (barrel) 20
ID material model (|⌘| < 1.1) 50
H ! �� background model (unconv rest low pTt) 40
Z ! ee calibration 50
Primary vertex e↵ect on mass scale 20
Muon momentum scale 10
Remaining systematic uncertainties 70
Total 180

In order to assess the compatibility of the mass measurements from the two channels a dedicated test statistic that
takes into account correlations between the two measurements is used, as described in Sec. 6. A value of

�mH = 1.47 ± 0.67 (stat) ± 0.28 (syst) GeV
= 1.47 ± 0.72 GeV

(8)

is derived. From the value of �2 ln⇤ at �mH = 0, a compatibility of 4.8%, equivalent to 1.98�, is estimated under the
asymptotic assumption. This probability was cross-checked using Monte Carlo ensemble tests. With this approach a
compatibility of 4.9% is obtained, corresponding to 1.97�.

As an additional cross-check, some of the systematic uncertainties related to the photon energy scale, namely the
inner detector material uncertainty and the uncertainty in the modeling of the photon lateral leakage, were modeled
using a “box-like” PDF defined as a double Fermi–Dirac function. This choice is compatible with the fact that for
these uncertainties the data does not suggest a preferred value within the systematic error range. In this case the
compatibility between the two masses increases to 7.5%, equivalent to 1.8�. The compatibility between the two
measurements increases to 11% (1.6�) if the two signal strengths are set to the SM value of one, instead of being
treated as free parameters.

With respect to the value published in Ref. [15], the compatibility between the measurements from the individual
channels has changed from 2.5� to 2.0�.

8. Conclusions

An improved measurement of the mass of the Higgs boson has been derived from a combined fit to the invariant
mass spectra of the decay channels H ! �� and H!ZZ⇤! 4`. These measurements are based on the pp collision
data sample recorded by the ATLAS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider at center-of-mass energies ofp

s=7 TeV and
p

s=8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 25 fb�1. As shown in Table 5, the measured
values of the Higgs boson mass for the H ! �� and H!ZZ⇤! 4` channels are 125.98± 0.42 (stat)± 0.28 (syst) GeV
and 124.51 ± 0.52 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst) GeV respectively. The compatibility between the mass measurements from the
two individual channels is at the level of 2.0� corresponding to a probability of 4.8%.

From the combination of these two channels, the value of mH = 125.36 ± 0.37 (stat) ± 0.18 (syst) GeV is ob-
tained. These results are based on improved calibrations for photons, electrons and muons and on improved analysis
techniques with respect to Ref. [15], and supersede the previous results.

Table 5: Summary of Higgs boson mass measurements.

Channel Mass measurement [GeV]

H ! �� 125.98 ± 0.42 (stat) ± 0.28 (syst) = 125.98 ± 0.50

H!ZZ⇤! 4` 124.51 ± 0.52 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst) = 124.51 ± 0.52

Combined 125.36 ± 0.37 (stat) ± 0.18 (syst) = 125.36 ± 0.41
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Figure 8: Value of �2 ln⇤ as a function of mH for the individual H ! �� and H!ZZ⇤! 4` channels and their combination, where the signal
strengths µ�� and µ4` are allowed to vary independently. The dashed lines show the statistical component of the mass measurements. For the
H!ZZ⇤! 4` channel, this is indistinguishable from the solid line that includes the systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 9: Likelihood contours �2 ln⇤(S ,mH) as a function of the normalized signal yield S = �/�SM(mH=125.36 GeV) and mH for the H ! ��
and H!ZZ⇤! 4` channels and their combination, including all systematic uncertainties. For the combined contour, a common normalised signal
yield S is used. The markers indicate the maximum likelihood estimates in the corresponding channels.
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